TRUE LOCATION ANALYSIS

Matching businesses with their best business locations

We’ve completely redesigned the industry’s leading online GIS data tool for corporate site selection, redefining best practices with the most powerful range of tools for dynamic data analysis. Economic development data has never been this engaging, shareable, and easy to analyze on the go.

All-in-one solution
We guarantee it

GIS Planning ZoomProspector is the most powerful location analysis software on the market. More economic development organizations choose GIS Planning’s software than all our competitors combined.

For more information:

📞 1-866-646 4GIS (4447)
✉️ sales@gisplanning.com
🌐 www.gisplanning.com

A service from the Financial Times @GISPlanning @ZoomProspector
PROPERTY SEARCH

- Site and building searches based on a variety of criteria with customizable search filters.
- Save user-selected properties and reports in multiple custom folders for analysis and sharing.
- Share and print high-quality property reports in a wide variety of formats, including links, email, social media and PDFs.

DATA ANALYSIS

- Keep website users on your website with thousands of dynamic data variables on demographics, labor force, business & industry, consumer spending, talent pool, wages, housing, transportation, energy, GIS and more.
- Thematic heat maps and layers allow users to drill into the data and build their own multi-variable maps and reports.
- Pinpoint, dynamic radius, free draw tool, drive time analysis and multiple map styles let your website visitors engage with the data to answer their specific questions.

BUSINESS & INDUSTRY MAPPING

- Detailed, up-to-date mapping of businesses in your location, down to the six-digit NAICS code.
- One-click customized research, visualization and analysis of industry clusters.
- Analyze suppliers, competitors, geographic distribution of industry around properties, addresses, businesses or pinpoint.

EXPORT, SHARE & COLLABORATE

- Easily share reports, properties in a variety of formats.
- Generate links to detailed, customized maps for emails, presentations, slide decks and responses to RFP.
- Share links to multiple custom folders with saved properties and reports.